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The recoil-β tagging technique has been used in conjunction with the $^{40}$Ca($^{32}$S, 2$n$) reaction at a beam energy of 88 MeV to identify transitions associated with the decay of the $2^+$ and, tentatively, $4^+$ states in the nucleus $^{70}$Kr. These data are used, along with previously published data, to examine the triplet energy differences (TED) for the mass 70 isobars. The experimental TED values are compared with shell model calculations, performed with the JUN45 interaction in the $f_{pg}$ model space, that include a $J = 0$ isospin nonconserving (INC) interaction with an isotensor strength of 100 keV. The agreement is found to be very good up to spin 4 and supports the expectation for analog states that all three nuclei have the same oblate shape at low-spin. The $A = 70$ results are compared with the experimental and shell model predicted TED and mirror energy differences (MED) for the mass 66 and 74 systems. The comparisons clearly demonstrate the importance of the isotensor INC interaction in replicating the TED data in this region. Issues related to the observed MED values and their interpretation within the shell model are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Isospin symmetry studies in $N \approx Z$ nuclei forms a key research area in nuclear structure physics. For example, studies of charge-symmetry breaking terms of the nuclear interaction are vital for the modeling of superallowed Fermi decays...
which is a fundamental topic in nuclear physics for the application of the isospin concept. In a further example, shell-model calculations, intended to predict the location of the driplines, have recently had isospin nonconserving (INC) interactions specifically included [3]. To date, such studies have largely focused on nuclei in the sd and lower fp shells and has involved studies of the energies of analog states (see [4,5] and references therein) as well as studies of the hinderance of E1 decays due to selection rules in N = Z nuclei [6–8]. Detailed investigations in the f$_{2}$ shell region have revealed a need to include an isospin nonconserving (INC) force beyond the Coulomb interaction (see Ref. [4]) in order to understand the excited states of isobaric multiplets across the N = Z line in this region. More recent work on data from the lower fp shell region has also shown that the matrix elements associated with the INC term have a strong dependence with the coupled angular momentum, J, of the valence particles [1]. At this time, however, the exact origin of the INC term remains unclear. Furthermore, there are still questions as to whether, and how, the term evolves for different shells.

An important feature of the above studies is the assumption that the analog nuclei have identical shapes. Over the last few years developments in experimental techniques have provided the possibility to study analog states belonging to nuclei in the heavier, N ≈ Z, (upper fp shell) mass 60–80, region. A key issue with nuclei residing in the middle of this region is the presence of co-existing nuclear shapes at relatively low excitation energies, which result from large shell gaps that are predicted to exist for both oblate and prolate shapes for nuclei with neutron and proton numbers of 34, 36, 38 (see [9,10]). For mass 70 nuclei, in particular, the difference in energy between the prolate and oblate minima in the potential energy surface is sufficiently small that Coulomb effects on the valence particles could result in changes in the degree of mixing between the oblate and prolate wave function components for different excited states. This in turn could lead to different mean-field shapes for the T = 1 states in the analog nuclei and, as a consequence, the breaking of isospin symmetry [11].

For the analog pair of nuclei ⁷⁰Se–⁷⁰Br an unexpected, negative, trend was found for the Coulomb energy differences (CED) between members of the T = 1 states as a function of angular momentum compared with the observations for other analog systems in the region, see Fig. 13 in Ref. [12]. The normal, positive trend in the behavior of the CED as a function of spin has previously been attributed to Coriolis antipairing effects [13]. On the other hand, the negative trend observed for the mass 70 pair was initially attributed to the Thomas-Erhman shift [14], but a different interpretation, based on a prolate shape evolution of the nuclei with increasing spin, has also been suggested [15]. Other, theoretically based, interpretations regarding the anomalous behavior of the mass 70 systems have been proposed. One involves the polarization effects of the valence particles through the isospin-breaking Coulomb interaction. The resulting modification induced on the proton single-particle energies causes changes in the mixing of competing shapes with strong effects on the CED and on the shape which is most stable [11]. These calculations were performed using the excited VAMPIR approach (which allows different shape mixing as a function of spin) and they suggest that the low-spin mean shapes for ⁷⁰Br and ⁷⁰Se are prolate and oblate, respectively. A second theoretical interpretation, based on the nuclear shell model approach [16], predicts that both ⁷⁰Br and ⁷⁰Se have the same oblate shape and suggests that the observed negative CED between the pair can be attributed to neutron excitations from the fp to the f$_{2}$ intruder orbit, which is reflected in a sudden enhancement in the electromagnetic spin-orbit term.

The possibility of rapidly changing shapes in the mass 70 region makes the study of Coulomb (CED) and mirror energy differences (MED—the excitation energy differences between analog states in mirror nuclei) potentially difficult to interpret because these are sensitive to monopole effects (single-particle Coulomb shifts), the electromagnetic spin-orbit interaction and changes in nuclear radius or shape as a function of spin. On the other hand triplet energy differences (TED) defined as

\[ \text{TED}_{J,T} = E_{J,T,T_z=1} + E_{J,T,T_z=1} - 2E_{J,T,T_z=0} \]

probe different aspects of the two-body interaction. These reflect the difference between the average of the proton-proton and neutron-neutron interactions, and the neutron-proton interaction. As such, TED are not strongly influenced by the same contributions that affect MED, but they are sensitive to isovector (multipole) interactions [4], which arise as a result of a Coulomb interaction and/or a nuclear isospin nonconserving (INC) interaction. This makes TED a potentially sensitive probe of contributions from these two terms. Recent experimental and theoretical work on T$_c$ = −1 nuclei in the mass 70 region [17–19] provides evidence that a J = 0 INC interaction, with an isovector strength similar to that required in the f$_{2}$ shell, is also needed in the fp$g$ shell region. The important missing data in the region are for states in ⁷⁰Kr; a nucleus in a region where shape mixing is expected to be at its maximum. Here calculations of TED using the shell model and the latest beyond mean-field complex excited VAMPIR approach predict different outcomes for the A = 70 nuclei. The shell model predicts negative TED values for the A = 66, 70, 74, 78 analog triplet systems [19], while in the excited VAMPIR calculations different prolate-oblate mixtures of the wave functions of the yrast states in the A = 70 Kr, Br, Se nuclei result in a small positive TED up to spin 4 and a negative TED for the A = 74 Sr, Rb, Kr systems [20].

The present work has used the established [21,22] recoil-β tagging (RBT) technique to identify gamma rays in ⁷⁰Kr. This technique has been successfully employed to study several other nuclei in the region, see [12,15,17,18,23].

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The K130 cyclotron at the Department of Physics of the University of Jyväskylä (JYFL) was used to produce an 88 MeV ³²S beam with a typical beam current ranging between 2–7 pnA. This beam was used to bombard a natCa target of thickness 800 μg/cm² and backed with a natC charge reset foil, of thickness 50 μg/cm² to produce the nucleus of interest via the ⁴⁰Ca(³²S,2n)⁷⁰Kr reaction. Prompt γ rays from the fusion evaporation reactions occurring at the target position were detected using the JUROGAM II array which consisted
of 24 Eurogam II clover detectors [24] and 15 Eurogam phase I/GASP [25,26] type detectors and had an efficiency of ≈5.5% at 1.3 MeV. The fusion evaporation recoils, which entered the RITU gas filled separator [27], were transported to the focal plane where they were implanted into a double sided silicon strip detector (DSSSD), which formed part of the Gamma Recoil Electron Alpha Tagging (GREAT) [28] spectrometer. Located upstream of the GREAT detector system was a multiwire proportional counter (MWPC), which was used to register the recoils being implanted into the DSSSD. This detector generates a $\Delta E$ signal for the recoils, with the remainder of the recoil energy being deposited in the DSSSD. The DSSSD consisted of 120 × 80 γ strips, each of width ≈0.5 mm, and 500 μm thick. The gains were set such that the γ strips recorded events up to ~12 MeV and the α strips up to ≈1 MeV, and the thresholds were set to ensure that a β signal could be obtained above the noise. Immediately behind this DSSSD was the GREAT [28] planar germanium detector. This allowed the detection of low energy γ rays at the focal plane and also, when used in combination with the detector. This allowed the detection of low energy $\gamma$ triggerless total data readout (TDR) [29] acquisition system in the MWPC and the DSSSD. Data were recorded with the of flight (ToF) information was generated from events detected in the MWPC and the DSSSD. Data were recorded with the triggerless total data readout (TDR) [29] acquisition system for 235 h and analysed using the GRAIN software [30]. Based on an average 4 pnA beam the estimated cross section for the production of $^{70}$Kr is of the order of 150–200 nb.

Surrounding the target, but located within the target chamber, was the UoYTube (University of York tube). This was used in order to veto recoil events that come in coincidence with charged particles emitted from fusion evaporation reactions at the target position. The UoYTube consisted of 96 CsI(Tl) crystals in a hexagonal configuration with two end caps [22]. Ni foils of thickness 10 μm thick on the hexagonal panels and 20 μm thick on the forward end cap, respectively, were used to stop the scattered beam and carbon/oxygen contaminant recoils from the target/charge reset foil from entering the CsI detectors.

III. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The known fast β-decay lifetime of $^{70}$Kr [31], its large negative $Q$ value (>10 MeV) and its Fermi-superallowed nature enables the recoil-β tagging method to be used in this analysis. This method has the advantage of being able to achieve higher sensitivity compared to fusion evaporation reaction techniques involving the detection of two neutrons and application of a charged particle veto detector for removal of events associated with charged particle emission reaction channels. In the latter case the cross-section limit for γ identification is typically around 1 μb and hence the reaction in this study is out of reach.

In the present work the reaction channel of interest involves the emission of just two neutrons, while other reaction products involve the emission of at least one charged particle. A tried and tested approach was taken to identify transitions of interest. A timing condition for the correlation time between recoil implantation and the $\beta$ (positron) signal of less than 100 ms and a high $\beta$ threshold of greater than 2 MeV in the planar Ge detector were used to suppress higher cross section reaction channels, which have longer $\beta$ half-lives and lower end-point energies. As expected, transitions from $^{69}$As (3p channel) and $^{70}$Se (2p) were strong and hence still appeared in the tagged spectrum. To help suppress these, and other charged particle evaporation channels, a requirement was placed on the UoYTube veto detector that no charged particles were in coincidence with the detected recoils. In the present experiment this detector had an efficiency of 73% for the detection of one proton and a 3p channel veto efficiency of ⚠️99%.

When creating the final spectra a lower software threshold of 60 keV was applied to the DSSSD energy signals. Inspection of the DSSSD-planar coincidence timing revealed the presence of three distinct time distributions. While all components of these distributions contribute to the β-decay events, one of them was found to be dominated by events from nuclei such as $^{69}$As (3p evaporation channel), that have lower $Q_{\beta}$ values. The other components of the time spectrum were found to have strong correlations with the full energy signal of medium/higher energy β decays such as those observed from $^{70}$Br. Furthermore, DSSSD-planar coincidence timing events that are associated with known γ rays in $^{70}$Br and the γ rays that were initially identified as belonging to the zero charged particle emission channel (see below), $^{70}$Kr, were found to show similar distributions, as expected for nuclei that have almost the same high $Q_{\beta}$ values. (The highest energy positrons from the $^{70}$Br decays give the largest DSSSD-planar time differences.) The above findings allowed a DSSSD-planar time window to be applied in order to select events associated with medium energy β decays. This had the effect of providing a small reduction in $^{70}$Br γ-ray contamination in the spectrum used to identify the $^{70}$Kr transitions (see below).

Figure 1(a) shows γ-ray events that correlate with a high-energy positron (>-2 MeV) in the DSSSD-planar telescope within 400 ms of the correlated recoil implantation, and in addition, that there were no charged particles detected in the UoYTube. (Note, $^{70}$Br events dominate this spectrum due to the fact that the UoYTube can only detect one proton events with an efficiency of 73% and this nucleus is populated via the pn channel.) The spectrum shown in Fig. 1(b) has the same conditions as in (a) except that the correlation time between the implanted recoil and the β particle is now reduced to 100 ms. Figure 1(c) has the same conditions as Fig. 1(b) plus an additional time restriction placed on the DSSSD-planar times (as discussed above) to select only the medium energy β particles. The final spectrum shown in Fig. 1(d) has the same conditions as Fig. 1(c) except that in this case there was one charged particle explicitly demanded in the UoYTube. Comparing Figs. 1(a)–1(c) reveals the presence of previously unknown transitions of energies 870(1) keV and very tentatively 997(1) keV. The latter transition has four counts and the average background count in the spectrum in the vicinity of this tentative peak is 0.25 counts/channel. The significance of these events is within the 95% confidence limit, which correspond to statistically significant results in the 2σ limit [32]. Both of these γ rays are absent in Fig. 1(d), which requires one charged particle to be registered in the UoYTube. The latter spectrum therefore suggests that the
two new transitions do not originate from a charged-particle evaporation channel.

From the data it is possible to estimate the half-life associated with the 870 and 997 keV γ rays. The spectrum shown in Fig. 2 has gates placed on the above γ rays plus additional requirements detailed in the figure caption. The Schmidt method [33] was used, with a single exponential component fit, to extract the mean-lifetime for these data and their subsequent β decays. All correlated events within the 500 ms tagger time range were accepted. In addition to the γ ray gates listed above the spectrum shown required a β-particle energy >2 MeV in the planar Ge detector and had a time gate on the DSSSD-planar coincidence times to select the medium energy β particles. The solid red line represents the Schmidt (log likelihood) method [33] fit to the data. The centroid of the fit yields the mean lifetime (44 $^{+10}_{-9}$ ms), which can then be converted to a half-life of 31$^{+13}_{-7}$ ms. See text for comments on the error analysis.

IV. DISCUSSION

Based on the observed γ-ray intensities we tentatively assign the 870 keV γ ray to the 2$^+$ → 0$^+$ decay in 70Kr. (A parallel investigation at RIKEN using knockout and inelastic excitation reactions to populate excited states in this nucleus supports, within errors, the positioning of the 2$^+$ state [36].) The observed intensity of the 997 keV transition tentatively suggests that this may be the 4$^+$ → 2$^+$ decay. Assuming the above assignments, it is possible to evaluate the experimental TED values for the A = 70 triplet. The results are shown in Fig. 3(b). As discussed in Ref. [4], the reason that TED are always found to be negative results from the fact that they are dependent on the isotensor component of the two body interaction ($V_{np} + V_{nn} - 2V_{np}$). The decrease in values with spin results from (a) the fact that the number of $T = 1 np$ pairs, for a given analog state, is larger in the odd-odd nucleus than for that of the two even-even nuclei and (b) the Coulomb isotensor interaction is positive and reduces relative to the ground state for increasing angular momentum. Figure 3(b) compares the experimental TED values with results of shell model calculations performed with the JUN45 interaction in the pf$_{1/2}$g$_{7/2}$ model space [19]. The experimental values clearly agree very well with the theoretical predictions, which include a $J = 0$ INC isospin nonconserving interaction, with an isotensor strength of 100 keV, in addition to the Coulomb, multipole and monopole terms, the latter of which includes electromagnetic spin-orbit effects [16] in this region. This conclusion is in
agreement with the conclusions drawn from the $A = 66$ and 74 triplet studies [12,18]—see Fig. 3. However, for the $A = 74$ triplet there is evidence for the experimental TED departing at spin 4 from the shell model predictions with the INC interaction included [Fig. 3(c)]. A possible, tentative, explanation for this observation was put forward in terms of weak binding effects for the $4^+$ state [18], but clearly the identification of higher spin states in $^{74}$Sr will be important to determine if the level of disagreement persists as the spin increases.

The present results suggest that the beyond mean-field complex excited VAMPiR variational model calculations are not able to reproduce the TED values at this time—see Fig. 6 from [20]. The TED values in these calculations are influenced by the predicted evolution of shape mixing with increasing spin, which is very different for $^{70}$Se compared to the other two analog nuclei. It may be that the inclusion of more configurations in VAMPiR will be required in order to reproduce the experimental TED values, which in turn may affect the overall shapes associated with the states in the three nuclei. However, the shape mixing in this model is also known to be sensitive to small changes in the effective Hamiltonian. The present results will hopefully aid further development of the model, which has been reasonably successful in describing other experimental results in the region. From the shell model calculations, the yrast states in $^{70}$Kr, $^{70}$Br, and $^{70}$Se are all predicted to have positive quadrupole moments (i.e., oblate shapes—see Table I). This is consistent with expectations that analog states correspond to nuclei with the same intrinsic shapes and also with the latest experimental results for $^{70}$Se [37].

Mirror energy differences give direct information on the isovector interaction ($V_{pp} - V_{nn}$) in nuclei. A detailed analysis, extended to the full $f_{1-5}$ shell, has revealed that it is also necessary to include an INC term for the isovector interaction to account for the MED (see Refs. [1,4,38]). Indeed, an INC term of $+100 \text{ keV}$ for (just) the $J = 2$ coupling has been used successfully in order to provide a correct description of the MED throughout the $f_{1-5}$ shell [4,38]. This has been shown [1] to be largely equivalent to using $-100 \text{ keV}$ for the $J = 0$ term instead. A full set of $J$-dependent INC terms has been shown to further improve agreement with the data [1,39]. However in all this analysis, the consistent observation in this region is that the $J = 0$ INC term is required to be about $100 \text{ keV}$ below the $J = 2$ term in order to account for the data, i.e., there is a $J$ dependence of a specific sign. There have been, until recently, few data on MED in the upper $fp$ shell, although new data on the $A = 66, 67$, and 74 mirror nuclei [17,18,40] have yielded information at intermediate spins which might begin to shed light on INC interactions in the upper $fp$ shell. A shell-model analysis has been performed for these mirrored systems [19,41], but up to this point a consistent picture is yet to emerge.

Figure 4 shows the experimental MED data (squares) for the $A = 66, 70$, and 74 mirror pairs and compares the results with shell model calculations in the $f_{5/2}p_{3/2}$ model space with the JUN45 interaction—see Ref. [19] for details. The shell-model result without the inclusion of any INC parameters

### Table I. Quadrupole moments (in $\text{fm}^2$) predicted by the shell model using the JUN45 interaction in the $fp_{5/2}$ model space (with the INC interaction included) for the yrast states in the $A = 70$ triplet nuclei.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$J^\pi$</th>
<th>$^{70}$Se</th>
<th>$^{70}$Br</th>
<th>$^{70}$Kr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$2^+$</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>44.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4^+$</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>59.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$6^+$</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>65.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 3. Triplet energy differences as a function of spin, $J$, for the $A = 66, 70, 74$, and 78 triplets. Black squares show the experimental values for the $A = 66$ and 74 systems, blue squares show the new experimental values for the $A = 70$ triplet, whilst the solid (open) red circles show the results from shell model calculations with (without) the INC term.

FIG. 4. Mirror energy differences as a function of spin, $J$, for the $A = 66, 70$, and 74 mirror pairs. Black squares show the experimental values for the $A = 66$ and 74 systems, blue squares show the new experimental values for the $A = 70$ mirror pair, while the solid (open) red circles show the results from shell model calculations with (without) the INC interaction included.
is shown (empty circles) and, while $A = 74$ is reproduced well, the agreement is poor for higher-spin states in $A = 66$ and (now) $A = 70$. When implementing INC interactions in these calculations, it was suggested in Ref. [19] that an improved agreement for the higher-spin $A = 66$ MED is obtained when an INC value of $+300$ keV at $J = 0$ is used. The shell-model results with this INC term included are shown (filled circles) for all three pairs. The agreement for $A = 66$ and 70 is much improved, although $A = 74$ is slightly worsened. Given that the effective INC terms may well have a nuclear structure origin (see, e.g., [1]), it is not known how consistent they should be between different mass regions. However, it is worth noting that an INC term of $+300$ keV at $J = 0$ is very different from the observation in the lower $fp$ shell, having both a different magnitude and sign of the $J$ dependence. One issue that is expected to complicate the ability to replicate experimental MED in this region is the more complex valence space in the upper-$fp$ shell compared with the $f_{7/2}^2$ shell, where one orbital dominates the wave functions. In this $A = 70$ region, it is already seen [19] that the single-particle (Coulomb and spin-orbit) contributions to the MED are large, especially at higher spins, and these will depend critically on the detailed structure of the wave functions predicted by the shell model. Furthermore, it is highly likely that a more extended model space, such as $fpdg$ may be required by shell model calculations, especially to describe the MED given that the detailed configurations may affect the single-particle MED terms. It is also clear that further MED data will be required to tie down the effective isovector INC in this region.

V. SUMMARY

Using the recoil-$\beta$ tagging technique the present work has enabled the tentative identification of two $\gamma$ rays in $^{70}$Kr. Under the assumption that these represent the yrast $2^+ \rightarrow 0^+$ and $4^+ \rightarrow 2^+$ transitions this has allowed a comparison to be carried out with recently published shell model calculations [19] for triplet energy differences with and without the $J = 0$ isospin nonconserving (INC) interaction included. As in the case of the $A = 66$ system the level of agreement for the calculations with the INC isotensor interaction of strength 100 keV included is very good. The new results for $^{70}$Kr also suggest that earlier predictions [20] of different shapes for the low-lying $T = 1$ states across the isospin triplet appears not to be valid. It is clear that there is an urgent need for knowledge of higher-spin $T = 1$ states in the even-even $A \geq 70$ nuclei. Furthermore, the apparent success of the shell model calculations at low-spin needs testing further through the measurement of electromagnetic transitions strengths. However, in order to replicate these it is expected that it may be necessary to move to an $fpd_{5/2}g_{7/2}$ model space, which is an on-going challenge for the shell model [42]. The experimental results for the MED in this mass region clearly indicate that an isovector INC interaction is needed within the shell model calculations, however, further experimental and theoretical work are required to understand the interaction strength required.
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